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Dose Rate Dependence of the Flash Effect
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Amit Sawant, Isabel-Lauren Jackson

Department of Radiation Oncology,  University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD

INTRODUCTION

• Ultra-high dose rate (UHDR, >40Gy/s) radiation has been shown to provide

the Flash sparing effect to normal tissues with similar tumor control1

• The effects of the pulse parameters, such as dose rate, dose per pulse,

pulse frequency etc., on the Flash effect also need to be investigated

• Due to the steep dose-response curve for normal tissues2, accurate dose

delivery is critical in evaluating the Flash effect, but the UHDR electron

beam has been widely shown to suffer from instability3,4

METHODS (CONTINUED)
Dosimetry

• GafchrormicTM EBT-XD films stacked in 0.5-cm-thick solid water slabs

sized at 6x6 cm2 (Fig. 2)

• Hyperscint RP100 plastic scintillator used to measure beam-on time6

• Achievable doses and dose rates determined at depth of interest, 1cm

• Percent depth dose (PDD) and beam profiles at various depths

Flash Beam Monitoring and Modulation

• A CC04 ion chamber placed off-axis to measure bremsstrahlung x-rays

• Charge vs. film dose compared to justify charge as a surrogate for dose

• Pion quantified at various linac faceplate to collimator distances (FCDs)

• Flash beam ramp-up, repeatability, and reproducibility assessed

• Relationship between charge and FCD delineated for guiding FCD

setting to compensate for Flash beam instability

Collimator Activation Survey

RESULTS (CONTINUED)
Flash Beam Monitoring and Modulation

By adjusting of the couch vertical position using the proposed ion-

chamber-based monitoring system, a machine output variation of 3.3%
was compensated to achieve identical doses on two different days.

Collimator Activation Survey
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AIMS

• To develop a platform for investigating the dose rate dependence of the

Flash effect in murine lungs

• To propose a method for dose monitoring and modulation of an electron

UHDR beam for precise dose delivery in Flash mode

METHODS

Electron Flash-enabled Linac
• Varian 21EX CLINAC5

• CONV beam: clinical 16MeV electron

• Flash beam: 20MeV converted to 16MeV UHDR beam

▪ Scattering foil and PCB board replaced

▪ Beam control parameters adjusted to 16MeV

▪ Pulse forming network voltage

▪ Electron gun injector current

▪ RF driver

▪ Bending magnet current

▪ Beam steering

▪ Flatness and symmetry adjusted using an IC profiler

Radiation Platform

RESULTS
Dosimetry

Figure 1. The radiation platform, schematic design of the Cerrobend cutout,

and illustration of dose rate control. (a) The radiation platform contains five

major components: 1. linac treatment couch; 2. Qfix Tilt-ProTM Tiling base (QFix,

Avondale, PA); 3. Cerrobend collimator; 4. acrylic mouse phantoms; 5. linac. (b)

Using this electron cutout customized for mouse lung irradiation, this platform

allows simultaneous irradiation of three mice. (c) The dose rate is controlled by

varying the distance between the cutout and radiation source. Achievable

dose rate ranges from 27 to 120 Gy/s and is 47 Gy/s at the isocenter.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

• The proposed platform offers comparable dose deposition at CONV

and variable Flash dose rates, which is necessary to investigated the

dependence of the Flash sparing effect on dose rate

• An inverse-square relationship between dose rate and distance from

source and a linear relationship between dose and number of MUs

established using film dosimetry

• A wide range of Flash dose rates from 22 to 120 Gy/s as well as

various dose levels can be achieved using this platform

• The ion-chamber-based dosimetry system allows for a real-time

monitoring of the Flash beam

• This system also allows for compensation of the variability in the Flash

beam by adjusting the couch vertical position following the polynomial

relationship established between charge and distance

• Activation of the Cerrobend collimator by the Flash electron beam is

minor, and considered safe for staff

• Therefore, this platform provides a useful tool for future radiobiology

studies on the Flash effect in mouse lungs and may also serve as a

benchmark for similar vital investigations
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Figure 2. Flash beam monitoring

setup. A CC04 ionization chamber

within a plastic mouse phantom is

placed off-axis on top of the collimator

for dose monitoring, while film dosimetry

can be conducted using solid water

slabs over the collimator opening. in

case of a change in the Flash beam

output, the couch vert position can be

adjusted to compensate for such change

so that the same dose and dose rate

can be achieved.

• Fluke ASM-990 Advanced Survey Meter 

• 200 MUs delivered to collimator placed at linac 

faceplate (~350Gy)

• Survey conducted at collimator surface and 30-

cm away, representing hand and torso doses 

received by staff

• Integral dose over 1 hour quantified

Figure 3. Control of Flash dose rate and dose. (a) Film dosimetry demonstrated an inverse

square relationship between distance and the Flash dose rate. (b) A linear relationship was

found between the number of MUs and the delivered dose.

Figure 4. Percent depth dose and beam profiles. (a). Films at 5 irradiation-relevant depths (0-2

cm) under the CONV and Flash (100 Gy/s) modes. (b). The measured PDDs and the dose profiles

along the short-axis of the collimator slit. Similar dose distributions were found in CONV and Flash

conditions, allowing similar dose to be delivered to mice in all irradiation groups.

Figure 5. Flash beam monitoring and modulation. (a) A linear correlation between collected

charge and dose by film. (b) Ion chamber Pion as a function of the faceplate-to-collimator

distance (FCD). (c) Normalized charge as a function of the FCD. (d) A ramp up in measured

charge during the first few Flash beam deliveries. (e) Repeatability of the Flash beam on three

days. (f) Reproducibility of the Flash beam over seven days.
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Figure 6. Collimator activation survey. The

time courses of the instantaneous dose rate

changes at collimator surface and 30-cm away. A

rapid drop (>50%) of collimator activity occurs

within the first two minutes, followed by a gradual

decay. The integral doses over the first hour post

radiation are 0.52 and 0.04 mR at the collimator

surface and 30-cm away, respectively. These

accumulated doses are considered safe for staff

involved in animal handling and irradiation.
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